Light and multi-functional wheelchair adapted to all your needs.

- 14 seat configurations
- 4 types of backrest
- Lots of options available
- Depth choice.

- Aluminium Brakes.

- 8 seat width sizes (33 to 54 cm), maximum weight 130 kgs.

- 4 types of backrest (fixed, reclining by mechanical racks or gas springs and foldable at mid-height).

- Removable footrests, foldaway inside/outside, with adjustable foot plates (height and reclining).

- Backrest flap with velcro.

- Armrests adjustable in height and removable backwards.

- Cross-bar backwards, for easier foot propelling.

- For size 39 to 54 cm, possibility to replace footrests by legrests without any tool or additional parts.

- Minimum overall width.

- Many accessories fitting with the different sizes.

- A lot of common parts can be used for the different wheelchair sizes, and are right/left reversible.
from a depth to another one, from the standard to the full options equipped version, con-

3-points-bearing-plate for multiple configuration of the rear wheels, including:
- backwards shifting for amputees
- transit wheel kit: smaller rear wheels with pneumatic 12,5".

Armrest adjustable inheight.

Cross-bar shifted backwards, for easier user foot propelling.

Removable armrest.

Helpful hand for user transfer

Easier user foot propelling.

Reclining plates, with

Locking system of the armrests.

SMALL SIZES
Children Size 33 cm
Junior Size 36 cm

MEDIUM SIZES
Teenager Standard Size 39 cm
Large Size 42 cm
Extra Large Size 45 cm
Size 48 cm
Configure quickly your wheelchair according to your needs.

4 types of backrest

- **Fixed backrest (F)**
- **Reclining by mechanical racks backrest until 46° (C)**
- **Reclining by gas springs backrest until 50° (V)**
- **Mid-height foldable backrest (DA)**

Removable legrests

User maximum Weight:
- **75 kg** for: 33 and 36 cm
- **100 kg** for: 39 - 42 - 45 and 48 cm
- **130 kg** for: 51 and 54 cm

**BIG SIZES**

- **XL** Size 51 cm
- **XXL** Size 54 cm

Double-cross-bar, backrest-tightener with reinforced back and seat cushions
AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Legrests with reclining footplates
Ergonomic reclining headrest, adjustable in height and depth
Additional shaped backrest
U. shaped commode seat (non available for sizes 33 and 36 cm)

Adjustable removable tray (please contact us for size 54 cm)
One-arm-drive kit, by cardan system transmission and with quick-release system (kit non available for sizes 33 and 36 cm; add 5 cm to the normal overall width)

Foam seat cushion (5cm).
Articulated hemiplegic armrest adjustable in length and rotation.
Lever for brake extension, removable for transfer
Removable anti-tipping bars, adjustable in length and height

Transit wheel kit: smaller pneumatic 12.5” rear wheels.
Cane-holder, right or left side

OTHER OPTIONS:
- 24” mag rear wheels
- 22” spoked rear wheels
- 24” or 22” solid tires
- 6” front castors
- 8” pneumatic front wheels
- bracking-system for a third party perfusion set holder and support
Ultra-light chrome-steel alloy and aluminium tubing
- Welded structure with long lasting stitched cross-bars
- Double-cross-bars and reinforced seat upholstery for the size 51cm and 54cm
- Multiple-position-bearing plate for the rear wheels with backward shifting for amputees
- Nylon upholstery with foam stuffing
- Removable leg rests foldaway outside / inside
- Armrests adjustable in height
- Removable armrests for an easier patient transfer
- Quick release 24" rear wheels

All measurements are in cm.
Weight: minimum weight 15.7 kg (depends on the configuration)

DUPONTMEDICAL continually seeks to improve its products and therefore reserves the right to vary details at any time without notice.